
 

 

TITLE OF CASE STUDY: Verizon FiOS ―Enciéndete FiOS‖  

 

Business Situation and Campaign Objectives 

 

Background  

  Due to the rampant growth of the Internet, two giant industries collided: telecom and cable. 
Telecommunication companies, who had invested heavily on data infrastructures, quickly realized that an 
Internet ―only‖ offer (Internet and phone line) was leaving money on the table. They expanded to TV 
services. In turn, cable companies invaded telecom territory by offering Internet and phone services.  

Their vicious fight created a marketplace packed with price and promotion offers. Consumers were 
confused and services were commoditized. In addition, five years after being launched (September 
2005), Verizon FiOS, the company’s fiber-optic TV, Internet and phone product, still lacked awareness 
and differentiation among the Hispanic community. Amid the price and promotion melee, the growing 
Hispanic segment was at a standstill; though Verizon had dedicated in-language communications, they 
had difficulty breaking through, securing qualified calls, and stopping rampant churn. 

In that context, Lopez Negrete was hired with the specific goal to increase FiOS awareness and 
drive a more efficient acquisition (in terms of qualified calls). 

 

Specific Business Goals for the Campaign 

1. Close the FiOS awareness gap between English- and Spanish-preferred Hispanics. Q3 2010 gap 
stood at 35 percentage points for TV and 28 percentage points for Internet services. 
 

2. Achieve call volume goal to deliver on acquisition objectives.  
 

3. Reduce the Cost per Call (CPC) by at least 40%. 
 

4. Leverage the underutilized online channel by building a web presence that would generate 10% 
sequential month-to-month growth in number of visitors. 
 

5. Position Verizon FiOS as a differentiated, superior product to the commoditized entertainment 
market, as measured by a 105 index increase in quality attributes, namely Best High Definition 
Picture, Improves My Home Entertainment, and Highest Picture and Sound Quality, as measured by 
Verizon Telecom’s Tracker Study. 

 

Marketing Strategy  

 Our key imperative was to re-ignite Hispanic growth. Our strategy was to make FiOS 
unquestionably relevant and to illustrate what FiOS could do for our target. Furthermore, the Enciéndete 
FiOS campaign needed to engage our consumers from awareness to action, while existing in an almost 
commoditized category and with very little perceived differentiation. Our marketing strategy was crafted 
to deliver on the following: 

 

Drive product understanding and awareness: It was clear that most of our target was not familiar with 
Verizon FiOS, and even when they were, they didn’t understand the 100% fiber-optic technology that set 
the product apart from its competitors. Our target is technology savvy, and proper awareness of FiOS 
and its superior performance would make the product relevant for them. 
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Encourage the purchase decision among value-conscious target: Our target is not looking for the 
cheapest price, but for the right value. We had to provide irresistible purchase opportunities through the 
optimal combination of the right product mix (La Conexión bundle), at the right price, with the right 
incentives and messaging that highlighted the value of FiOS in the life of our target. Providing them with 
solid rational arguments to justify the purchase decision was critical. 

Expose consumers to the FiOS experience: Experiencing FiOS is the most determinant factor in fully 
realizing the superiority of the product. In order to bring the FiOS experience closer to the target, we 
knew we had to fully leverage opportunities provided in the digital world to create immersive interactions 
between our target and FiOS. 

 

 

Research Story 

 

Research was implemented in two separate waves. We tackled the first wave of research during 
our pitch in July 2010: Sales associates’ IDIs and consumer ethnographies yielded the foundation of the 
new FiOS target, Passionistas. The second wave was a comprehensive phased research plan designed 
to understand how to position FiOS among Passionistas to increase awareness and drive acquisition. It 
was crafted after a detailed gap analysis of Verizon FiOS’ in-house research (centered on brand tracking, 
product and offer research mostly conducted online in English). Summary of research phases: 

 

Wave 1  

Target Discovery (pitch stage) 

Research Objectives: Explore their needs, wants and adoption barriers as it related to technology for 
communication and entertainment purposes.   

Research Design: 8 ethnographies for FiOS in 2 markets; evenly split between customers and prospects 
and English and Spanish. IDIs with Verizon FiOS call center managers. Markets: LA and NY, July 2010. 
Research contributor: Ebony Marketing Research, Inc. 

 

Output: Unveiling of the Passionistas as messaging target and revealing initial key barriers that helped 
refine the target further (i.e., mandatory credit qualifier in order to secure qualified calls).  

“Passionistas crave constant connectivity and are early tech adaptors; technology is the way to advance 
(by themselves and as a community). They gravitate back and forth between English and Spanish.” 

 

Wave 2  

Target Validation (for communication/engagement purposes) 

Research Objectives: Deep dive into values, beliefs, emotions and behaviors to enhance existing target 
profile beyond demographics.  

Research Design: 24 IDIs for FiOS in 5 markets; evenly split between customers and prospects and 
bicultural (English) and unacculturated (Spanish). Markets: Dallas, LA, NY, NJ/LI, DC and Tampa, 
February 2011. Research contributor: Ebony Marketing Research, Inc.  

 

Output/Contribution to Campaign Success: Messaging target and description in place. We understood 
motivations, barriers and value system, as well as their media ecosystem. 

“Passionistas live life to the fullest. They seek customization, transparency and reciprocity. Don‟t talk 
tech, show them how FiOS unleashes their potential.”  

 

Target and Acculturation Segmentation (further profiling and sizing purposes) 

Research Objectives: Define acculturation attitudes, beyond language and demographics, as relates to 
the adoption of new technologies for entertainment and communication purposes. 

Research Design: Segmentation; quantitative online/phone interviews in VZT footprint and in language of 
preference; n = 1,592. Markets: Across VZT Footprint, April 2011. Research contributor: IPSOS. 
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Output/Contribution to Campaign Success:  Augmented target profile (with all the data richness 
quantitative offers), sized target and prospect, matching to VZT database (currently in the works) and, 
most importantly, identified a relevant/unique Hispanic segmentation. 

 

“Overall, Passionistas are younger, with a slightly higher income. They use cutting edge tech devices 
and are heavy Internet users. They seek experiences, fun, originality and adventure. Passionistas come 
in different shapes and sizes; high-tech families vs. younger, affluent gadget users.”  

 

Target Technographic Profile (further dive into our target’s digital ecosystem) 

Research Objectives: Deep dive online, mobile and social media behavior (as content users and 
creators). 
Research Design: This included two phases. First, run a proxy of our target against Forrester’s 
Consumer Technographics® surveys, then Qualvu deep dive online digital diaries with actual consumers 
(families with kids, families with teens, and young adults) among FiOS consumers and prospects. 
Markets: VZT Footprint, LA and NY, June 2011. Research contributor: Forrester Research and Qualvu. 

 

Output/Contribution to Campaign Success: Understand technology mindset and adoption, role of digital 
ecosystem (online, mobile and social media) in order to position FiOS in that arena. This was critical in 
implementing both our experiential site as well as our Facebook strategy. 

“Passionistas are the digital trailblazers of the US Hispanic market. They are voracious consumers and 
creators of social content and they crave a connection that is culturally relevant with not only friends and 
family but with companies as well. They desire tools that help them remain highly mobile (i.e., smart 
phones), constantly connected (i.e., social media), and fully engaged (i.e., video media).”  

 

Positioning and Communications Idea Research (exploration of positioning territories) 

Research Objectives: Understand how to best position the brand, product, service and offers among 
Passionistas. 
Research Design: 10 mini-groups in 5 markets; evenly split between prospects and customers; 
conducted among bicultural Hispanics (exposed to both English and Spanish stimuli). Markets: LA, DC, 
Tampa, Dallas, and NY, April 2011. Research contributor: Ebony Marketing Research, Inc. 

 

Output/Contribution to Campaign Success: Positioning territories for each of the products/features tested 
and stimuli to go into Articulations. 

“Passionistas react best to positioning territories that showcase control and their ability to customize their 
experiences.” 

 

Articulations Research (exploration of syntax, tone and manner) 

Research Objectives: To explore the most compelling ways to engage with our consumers (tone, manner 
and wording) and ensure that our communications come across as we intended. 

Research Design: 4 mini-groups; evenly split between bicultural (English) and unacculturated (Spanish). 
Markets: LA and NY, July 2011. Research contributor: Ebony Marketing Research, Inc. 

 

Output/Contribution to Campaign Success: Final communications strategy platform (tone, manner and 
wording) to ensure our target hears what we intend to communicate; most importantly, break through 
category inertia. Research was central for communications strategy, since the key to engage our target 
was found.  

“Passionistas start from an excited mindset. They seek experiences that „take them away.‟ They can be 
moved to action by using key words such as „more/max.‟ Their tech anxiety (i.e., 2.0 is always around the 
corner) can be assuaged by presenting FiOS as the only product that is always ready for the next 
technology.”  
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Campaign Description 

 

The Enciéndete FiOS campaign was created to solve for FiOS’ lack of awareness in the Hispanic 
space and to drive a more efficient acquisition (in terms of qualified calls).  

Our target audience was at the intersection of two critical segments of the Hispanic market: Those 
typically described as unacculturated (arrived recently and typically preferred communications to be in 
Spanish) and the biculturals (those who had been living here for 10+ years or second-generation 
Hispanics born in the US, who still heavily consumed Spanish and English media). Our research showed 
that across these two segments a group stood out by virtue of their shared attitudes and mindset 
regarding technology for communications and entertainment purposes. We named our target the 
Passionistas and identified several valuable insights about them: 

 They recognize technology as a critical enabler for progress, therefore are tech early 
adopters. 

 Technology is essential to their need for feeling connected; it fuels their passions and 
consistently improves their (community) life. 

 They see being Latino as a privilege; they move between the two cultures believing that being 
bicultural is an advantage.  

 They are cost-conscious; however, as value-seeking they balance price and quality in terms 
of Internet reliability and speed. 

 They seek control, lack of restrictions, and the ability to customize and right size.  
 

Creative Executions 

Based on our insights, our creative showcases customization, control and the value Passionistas 
put on technology and the experience it gives them. FiOS differentiates itself by illustrating how 100% 
fiber optics fuels the target’s passions and unleashes their full potential, allowing them to do things they 
may never have been able to do before. Our multi-media, multi-channel campaign consisted of three 
synergistic pillars:  

 

Instill Curiosity: To create awareness (TV + OOH + ROP), the main characters portrayed the phrase ―I 
can, can you?‖–illustrating the ease of use and superiority of 100% fiber-optic technology. 

Create Desire: To brew engagement (TV + Digital), based on Passionistas‟ need for control and 
empowerment, showcased Flex View (FiOS feature that allows you to take your entertainment anywhere 
you go) and BYOB (Build Your Own Bundle offer to customize each of your services to your needs). 

Build Bridges: To incite action (DRTV + DM + Print) centered on communicating the superiority of 100% 
fiber optics, customization of packages (from language content to services), incentives and customer 
service. Complemented with adapted mainstream value-driven executions, this pillar was designed to put 
consumer’s mind at ease and drive calls. 

 

Examples  

The first campaign executions were put together with the knowledge gathered through our initial 
ethnographies. At every single phase of the research plan, the newly found insights were incorporated 
into our briefs and used to refine our strategy and creative output.  

Key insights unveiled during our research (their need for customization and experience as well as 
how they wanted to see technology portrayed) are best illustrated by the following campaign 
components:  

On TV, the commercial Game Over focused on the unique experience and empowerment ignited 
by FiOS and its advanced technology, by allowing the main character to pursue his passions at the same 
time: download music while playing games online. The need for customization and control was 
addressed in the commercial Armando, where the family wonder boy (whose name also means 
―assembling‖) shows how simple it is to ―Build Your Own Bundle‖ (BYOB). 

Online, the EnciendeteFios.com experiential site provides a customizable experience with the 
language toggle feature that lets Passionistas switch back and forth between Spanish and English at any 
point of the experience. The website also showcased the ―advisor tool‖ that made it easy for customers 
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to BYOB based on their needs and wants. This same tool played off the ―don’t talk tech, show me‖ 
insight by allowing customers to choose their level of service by what they individually use the Internet for 
(i.e., e-mail, social media, pictures, gaming, music, video) rather than Internet speeds (i.e., 5, 15, or 30 
Mbps). 

 

Media Plan and 2011 Running Dates 

In order to cater to Passionistas, the Hispanic buy complemented the mass market English buy by 
including advertising on multi-media platforms highly consumed by our bicultural target,  therefore 
maximizing the brand’s spend and total reach among Hispanics. As a reference, the total combined 
budget was in the multimillion-dollar range within the FiOS Hispanic footprint. All media ran throughout 
the year (with the exception of OOH—Q1 and Q2 only). 

 

Awareness  

OOH 

Online banners 

Spot TV in high reach day parts 

Print (local newspaper in Dallas and Los Angeles, markets with no spot TV) 

Acquisition  

DRTV 

Direct Mail 

Engagement  

Digital (in-language microsite, online banners and Facebook page to complement/drive 
awareness and acquisition) 

Sponsorships (ESPN, Copa América, My Fabulous 15 and Latin GRAMMYs) 

 

 

Business Results 

 

1. Close the FiOS awareness gap between English- and Spanish-preferred Hispanics. Q3 2010 gap 
stood at 35 percentage points for TV and 28 percentage points for Internet services. 

 FiOS TV—Awareness increased by 24 percentage points from Q3 2010 YOY; Q3 2011 
gap only 16 percentage points vs. English-preferred Hispanics. 

 FiOS Internet—Awareness increased by 14 percentage points from Q3 2010 YOY; Q3 
2011 gap only 4 percentage points to English-preferred Hispanics. 

 
2. Achieve call volume goal to deliver on acquisition objectives. Call volume up 121% vs. goal and 

65% increase in call volume YOY. 
 

3. Reduce the Cost per Call (CPC) by at least 40%. Cost per Call has been reduced by 49% from 
2010. 
 

4. Leverage the underutilized online channel by building a web presence that would generate 10% 
sequential month-to-month growth in number of visitors. From May 1 through December 31: 160% 
increase on visit to experiential site; steady traffic growth with 60% increase in time spent on 
site; 100% conversion rate and 46% decrease on cost per conversion.  
 

5. Position Verizon FiOS as a differentiated, superior product to the commoditized entertainment 
market, as measured by a 105 index increase in quality attributes, namely Best High Definition 
Picture, Improves My Home Entertainment, and Highest Picture and Sound Quality, as measured by 
Verizon Telecom’s Tracker Study. 
 

 Best High Definition Picture—114 index over 2010  

 Improves My Home Entertainment—108 index over 2010  

 Highest Picture and Sound Quality—103 index over 2010
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